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Completed acquisition by Getty Images Inc of Digital Vision Limited 
and of Amana America Inc, Amana Europe Limited and Iconica 
Limited trading as Photonica 
 
The OFT's decision on reference under section 22(1) given on 17 February 
2006. Full text of decision published 10 March 2006. 
 

 
Please note that square brackets indicate figures or text which have been deleted or 
replaced with a range at the request of the parties for reasons of commercial 
confidentiality. 
 
PARTIES 
 
1. Getty Images Inc (Getty) is a US based photo library, primarily engaged in the 

consolidation and distribution of stock photographs to commercial users by means 
of Royalty Free (RF) and Rights Managed (RM) licenses. Getty also licenses non-
photographic illustrations and film clips. Getty's turnover in 2004 was 
approximately $622 million, of which roughly $84.32 million was earned in the 
UK.  

   
2. Digital Vision Ltd (DV) is a UK based photo library engaged in the consolidation 

and distribution of stock photographs to commercial users by means of RF 
licences, as well as some film clips and music. Digital Vision's turnover in 2004 
was approximately $37 million, of which roughly $10 million was earned in the 
UK.  

 
3. Photonica consists of three subsidiaries of Amana Inc (Amana America Inc, 

Amana Europe Ltd and Iconica Ltd), a photo library based in Japan. The acquired 
entities' primary place of business is the UK. Photonica is engaged in the 
consolidation and distribution of stock photography using RM licences to 
commercial users. Photonica's 2004 turnover was approximately $23.99 million 
of which roughly $[ ] million was earned in the UK.   
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TRANSACTION 
 
4. Getty Images acquired all of the issued and outstanding shares of DV for $165 

million on 20 April 2005 and all of the issued and outstanding shares of the three 
companies comprising Photonica for $51 million on 9 June 2005. Both deals have 
been notified and cleared in Germany.   

 
5. The two transactions are separate merger situations but are the subject of one 

decision for convenience and good administration.  
 
JURISDICTION 
 
6. As a result of these transactions Getty and DV and Getty and Photonica have 

ceased to be distinct. The parties overlap in the supply of stock photographs from 
photo libraries to commercial users in the UK and the share of supply test in 
section 23 of the Enterprise Act 2002 (the Act) is met in each case. The OFT 
therefore believes that it is or may be the case that two relevant merger situations 
have been created.  

 
RELEVANT MARKET 
 
Product market 
 
7. Stock images are those held in inventory as opposed to those created when a 

particular need arises. The parties assert that as imagery covers photography, 
illustration and moving images, users would switch between the three in response 
to a price increase in any one. Customers we spoke to saw photographs as 
fulfilling a distinct demand from the other two, and so photography is considered 
separately in this decision. As Photonica did not licence moving images and DV 
had de-minimis revenues in this segment this is not considered further. The 
parties' claims of the value of their sales of illustrations make no significant 
difference to their share figures and since third parties have not raised issues in 
relation to illustrations this is not considered further.  

 
8. Photo-libraries act as a means for photographers to distribute their photographs to 

a wider customer base than can be reached by direct sales, in return for a cut of 
the royalties. The OFT has found no evidence to indicate that in response to a 5-
10 per cent increase in this cut photographers would switch to increased self 
distribution, nor that the end users of the photographs would seek to deal direct 
with the photographers rather than through a photo-library in response to such a 
price increase. Indeed Getty suggests that licensing from a photographer is 
already on average half the price of licensing an image from a photo-library. 
Similarly no evidence has suggested that commissioning a new photograph rather 
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than using a stock image should be in the same frame of reference – certainly this 
not been a sufficient constraint to prevent recent increases in the price of the 
parties' stock photography.  

 
9. In recent years photo-libraries have moved from a catalogue based business to 

online distribution, in which Getty appears to be a prime mover. Photo-libraries 
can act as consolidators (managing relationships with photographers, collating 
images and preparing them for digital distribution by scanning and key-wording 
them for search engines) and/or distributors (promoting images, negotiating the 
licensing and handling sales). Many also distribute images owned by other photo-
libraries (known as image partners) for a commission. They are distinct from 
aggregators, which simply provide a link to different photo-libraries without 
providing a sales service.  

 
10. Stock photography is also considered by end use. These are creative or 

commercial user segments (such as advertising) and editorial user segments 
(limited to news, entertainment and sport). The latter differ from the former as 
they have immediate but time limited news value, are produced for photo libraries 
by photographers employed to cover specific events and do not require a property 
release. The parties and third parties agreed the two were separate frames of 
reference and there were a range of views as to the proportion of all photo-
libraries world wide revenue accounted for by commercial users from 55 per cent 
to 75 per cent. The parties felt it was two thirds, which has been adopted for the 
purposes of this analysis. Since neither DV nor Photonica are active in editorial 
segments, these are not considered further. 

 
11. Stock photographs are licensed using two different models – Rights Managed 

(RM) and Royalty Free (RF).1 The latter may be sold as a single image, in bulk on a 
CD or as part of subscription service. Although RF and RM pricing overlaps, RM 
images attract a higher average price than RF due to their relative scarcity and can 
be licensed exclusively (although it appears very few are). As such a photo-library 
specialising in one licence model may find similarly focussed competitors closer 
rivals than those using the other licence model, although there are examples of 
RM specialists growing an RF business and vice versa. Customer demand focuses 
on the image they need rather than the licensing model. However, substantial 
price increases in RF (discussed below) have not resulted in switching to RM. A 
cautious view is therefore taken in this decision and the two models are 
considered separately and together.  

 
12. The frame of reference is therefore creative/commercial stock photography 

licensed by RF and/or RM from a photo library.  
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Geographic market 
 
13. It appears that RF images can be bought anywhere via the internet, with 

appropriate banking facilities. Although there is a difference in price between US 
and UK they follow the same trend over time. On the other hand a photo library 
may seek to cover photographs with regional characteristics, eg a London bus and 
an American bus. Most customers see RF as an international offering, with the 
exception of Japanese imagery, which appears to have no market outside Japan.  

 
14. To the extent that RM licences involve negotiating exclusivity they may have a 

geographic component attached to the licence and require local negotiations. 
However, it appears that a library could use an independent agent or another 
library to distribute their imagery without the need to establish a national 
presence.  

 
15. The geographic scope is therefore considered on a worldwide basis, although it 

may be that firms located in the same geographic area/region may exert a 
stronger constraint than those based elsewhere. 

 
HORIZONTAL ISSUES 
 
16. The theory of harm raised in this case is that Getty had a degree of market power 

pre-merger and that one or the other merger removes a constraint on Getty's 
ability to unilaterally raise prices above competitive levels. In this theory Getty, by 
far the largest photo-library, has been raising prices for some years (without a 
corresponding increase in value) substantially without loss of revenue. DV and 
Photonica are characterised as two of its closest competitors and therefore, it is 
argued, they constrained its ability to raise price to some degree. It is further 
postulated that only new entry on, or expansion to, a significant scale could 
compensate for the competitive constraints lost as a result of each of the 
transactions and it is suggested that barriers to expansion are high.  

 
Market shares 
 
17. Getty's worldwide turnover from creative/commercial stock photos in 2004 was 

about $500 million, of which about $200 million came from RF and $300 million 
from RM. DV's worldwide turnover of $37 million in 2004 was entirely from RF. 
Photonica's $24 million was derived entirely from RM.  

 
18. Getty estimates the worldwide value of creative/commercial stock photos to be 

[more then$2 billion]. This is somewhat higher than industry estimates, such as 
that published by Selling Stock ($1.1 billion) and by Bear Sterns ($1.6 billion) and 

                                                                                                                             
1 RF allows unlimited use of the image, whereas RM allows only limited use. 
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most third parties (between $1 and $1.3 billion). 2 Depending on which are 
adopted Getty has a share of between about 25 per cent on their own figures to 
about 50 per cent on the basis of the lowest figure.3 DV would account for about 
2-4 per cent and Photonica for 1-2 per cent. Based on a 2005 BAPLA (the UK 
trade body) survey, Getty accounted for in excess of 30 per cent of UK turnover 
in commercial stock photography and DV and Photonica for about 1 or 2 per cent 
each.  

 
19. Getty's position pre-merger is strengthened by the structure of the market, which 

has been characterised by increasing concentration in recent years. Getty is far 
larger in worldwide turnover terms than its competitors and would appear to have 
advantages from scope and scale. Based on third party figures for 2004 pre-
merger Getty's nearest rival was much smaller and the next three largest 
competitors, DV, Photonica and one other, a step size smaller again at less than a 
tenth the size of Getty and the only others exceeding $20 million. There appears 
to be a very large tail of competing small photo-libraries.  

 
20. Getty's pricing behaviour may suggest market power and price leadership. Getty's 

internal documents identify a [several 100 per cent] increase in worldwide price 
for the most popular RF Photodisc size between 2000 and 2005 and over a 100 
per cent increase for single image RF between 2002 and 2005. During this period, 
revenue from RF rose substantially (over 150 per cent. Although Getty has seen 
volume rise overall across this period, it identifies the loss of volume in some 
years as an opportunity for competitors and yet maintains price increases. Getty's 
response to competitive pressure at (what it describes as) the low quality end of 
the market is the introduction of a discount subscription model in 2005. This 
product was priced 25 per cent above its rivals, [ ] allowing room for rivals to 
raise price to a new ceiling. Several third parties also saw Getty as the price 
leader in the industry.  

 
21. Getty proposed plausible explanations for these increases. It argued that price in 

real terms had not increased as the quality of images at price points had 
improved, but the OFT has not found any evidence to support this (indeed it is a 
specific image that is cited as having risen over [several 100 per cent] during 
which time its quality is presumably constant). It also argued that the value had 
increased as Getty had pervasively increased the quality of its website search 
engine, legal services and products. Getty is clearly an innovator having pioneered 
the web based RF model from 2001 and there is evidence that it reacts to 
customer demands and has developed its offering since then (which is 

                                         
2 Bear Sterns estimates $2.5 billion for creative and editorial. Based on one third editorial split in 
Getty survey this would value creative at $1.6 billion. This split has been applied to the other 
estimates.  
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uncharacteristic of a business with substantial market power). However, there is 
no evidence in internal documents that links these investments to decisions to 
increase price, or any assessment of the risks involved. Customers we talked to 
did not identify price rises as a trend, although they did find it difficult to identify 
price increases as buying different images makes comparison difficult.  

 
22. A further explanation for the increases may be that as the web based RF model is 

a relatively new product, price increases are temporary as it is searching for the 
competitive price level, with Getty benefiting from a first mover advantage. In the 
absence of sufficient evidence in favour of the quality or demand led explanation 
to offset the evidence of market power, the evidence shows that Getty has a 
sufficient degree of market power to allow it to price lead on at least a temporary 
basis.  

  
23. In light of the above the OFT proceeds on a cautious assumption of market power 

pre-merger. Under that assumption, the issue is the extent to which the 
acquisition of DV or the acquisition of Photonica might remove an effective 
constraint. 

 
24. DV and Photonica are both very small relative to Getty (accounting for less than 

10 per cent of RM and 20 per cent of RF turnover in the merged entity) and add 
an increment of 1 to 4 per cent. Although they were amongst the 5 largest rivals 
to Getty by revenue in 2004 they were not Getty's closest competitors by 
revenue. Getty's largest rival was had several times the revenue of either DV or 
Photonica and by 2005 its next largest also appears to be several times the size 
of either target. Getty recognises the importance of scale to a competitor with 
internal documents seeing the threat from one of its major rivals as being related 
to its scale and visibility, as well as product innovation. 

 
25. Getty's internal documents rarely mentioned DV and Photonica as rivals, 

focussing on other threats including the two largest competitors and smaller 
innovative photo-libraries and aggregators. More significantly Getty's responses to 
competition (the launch of RF subscription, partial exclusivity and right of first 
refusal with image partners) were explicitly targeted at those larger rivals, 
suggesting that only they were seen as significant competitors. 

 
26. Neither DV or Photonica enhanced their competitive ability by innovation. For 

example, prior to the merger Photonica did not have an e-commerce enabled 
website and DV had not grown its own website, remaining dependent on Getty's 
website for 40-50 per cent of its business. By contrast one of the two largest 
competitors is clearly an innovator, having launched new services that are 

                                                                                                                             
3 All estimates of world wide value other than the parties include some revenue from illustrations 
and/or moving images, which means Getty's market share may be larger.  
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discussed in Getty's internal documents. From a survey of Getty customers, DV 
was not distinctive. Only [ ] per cent of Getty customers saw DV as its first 
choice, compared to [ ] competitors who rated first with [ ] per cent or more of 
Getty's customers and further [ ] at [ ] per cent. 

 
27. It could be argued that DV or Photonica were closer competitors as a result of 

factors other than size. Both Getty's internal documents and third parties rate 
quality of service and image highly. Although quality is a subjective notion, Getty 
segments its RF offering and prices by quality. It brands itself as focusing on high 
quality images and talks of exiting low quality for a period of time. DV and 
Photonica both offered a very small collection of images compared to the range 
offered by rivals and therefore had to trade on their quality. DV priced at a 
premium based on the perception that with high price came quality. Third parties 
and Getty internal documents refer to the high quality of the offering, the latter 
describe Photonica in the context of there being '[ ]' and DV as '[ ]'. However, 
given that others promoted their offerings on quality grounds (although customers 
and competitors may not have shared that perception) and some customers did 
substitute other libraries, it is difficult to conclude this factor alone made either 
DV or Photonica a greater competitive constraint on Getty than the other evidence 
above suggests. 

 
28. Third party comments suggest customers still multi-source. Internal Getty 

documents indicate that [ ] per cent of its customers look at [ ] other website and 
[ ] per cent [ ] other websites before purchasing. This suggests that despite scale 
and the benefits derived from it, Getty had not become the only viable business 
and the OFT has found no evidence that either of these mergers has changed that 
position. The OFT has found no evidence of nor were concerns expressed about, 
the increased concentration resulting from the merger leading to co-ordinated 
effects. 

 
29. A substantial number of third parties (mainly photographers and competitors) did 

express concern, but only a couple of the dozen customers we spoke to were 
concerned about competition issues relating to the mergers, namely that Getty 
would change DV's terms and conditions and that it could raise prices.4 Others 
were concerned about the increasing concentration in the industry reducing 
alternatives but did not have concerns about these specific acquisitions and some 
felt there were still sufficient choice. Since the merger Getty has not dropped any 
DV images or switched to them to RM and has dropped the price on some.  

 

                                         
4 There was some suggestion amongst customer comments in internal documentation that Getty 
already priced DV photographs higher than other providers, although Getty believes that these 
were end of line offers as the rights expired. 
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30. While DV and Photonica were amongst Getty's largest competitors, although very 
small relative to Getty, the evidence the OFT found does not indicate that they 
were close competitors offering a substantial competitive constraint.  

 
Barriers to entry and expansion 
 
31. Any ability to unilaterally increase price as a result of either merger would be 

unsustainable if rivals could enter or expand to meet demand. Entry on a small 
scale seems feasible and there are numerous examples of this. Entry on a 
substantial scale may involve significant sunk costs in website development, 
brand marketing and image acquisition. There are three options for expansion. 

 
32. The first means of expansion may be to commission new photographs or to 

license directly from photographers. This is an ongoing process for photo-libraries 
as they need to commission or to license new images to retain value as the 
parties submit images have a limited shelf life. There is no evidence of a shortage 
of photographers or pre-existing images being released from existing distribution 
agreements. However, this method is costlier and more time consuming than 
acquiring or distributing pre-existing libraries, although this may be falling with the 
development of digital technology. At least one rival to Getty uses this method, 
combined with image partners, to expand by 100,000s of new images per month.  

 
33. The second option -- and the most efficient in terms of cost and time for entry (as 

internal Getty documents acknowledge) - is to acquire other libraries. Third parties 
suggested that there is a shrinking number of quality photo libraries remaining and 
that this is reflected in an increasing price trend. Although there is no clear 
evidence of this, Getty's internal documents do lend it some credence. Despite 
this claim Getty's larger rivals have been acquiring other photo libraries in the last 
year and one has bought several already this year, including a Getty image 
partner. Third parties were also concerned that this ability to acquire may be 
increasingly limited by a 'right of first refusal' to acquire clause that Getty has 
negotiated in some of its distribution agreements with image partners. It has been 
claimed that the inclusion of this clause acts as a deterrent to bidding since Getty 
would have to be informed and given the option to match any bid. The right of 
first refusal is currently limited in scope (to [ ]) and is not merger specific.  

 
34. A third alternative is to distribute image partners. Although possibly less attractive 

than acquisition as you are not retaining all the revenue as with wholly owned 
content, there is evidence of larger competitors expanding by this means. 
Although third parties were also concerned that this option would be increasingly 
limited for the largest rivals by Getty's policy of partial exclusivity for image 
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partners' photo libraries distributed on it website. Again this is limited to [ ] 
currently and cannot be said to be merger specific.5  

 
35. An alternative to expansion may be for smaller photo-libraries to gain scale 

through aggregators. Although offering a more limited service there is some 
evidence in internal documents that Getty perceives them as a competitive threat.  

 
36. While there are concerns as to the impact of Getty's right of first refusal and 

partial exclusivity on future growth, the example of one of Getty's rivals that has 
been able to grow very rapidly over a few years to become one of its largest 
competitors suggests barriers to expansion on a substantial scale can be 
overcome.   

 
Buyer power 
 
37. One customer submitted that they felt they had a degree of buyer power, which is 

exhibited by volume discounts, but no one customer accounts for more than 5 per 
cent of Getty's turnover.  

 
THIRD PARTY VIEWS 
 
38. Most complainants were competitors or photographers. The issues raised by the 

former are discussed above, as are competition concerns from customers. 
Photographers were primarily concerned about Getty reducing the licensing fees 
paid to them. For this to be a competition issue Getty would have to have 
monopsony power, which is not considered feasible if competition at the level of 
photo-libraries remains.  

 
ASSESSMENT 
 
39.  The merger of Getty and DV and the merger of Getty and Photonica both result in 

overlaps in the provision of creative/commercial stock photography by photo-
libraries on a worldwide basis. Getty is by far the largest of these photo-libraries. 
It position is further strengthened by all its rivals being considerably smaller and 
from the benefits of scale. There is some evidence to suggest that as a result 
Getty has market power at least on a temporary basis, as prices have risen at 
least 100 per cent in recent years. Getty believes that these increases have been 
justified by increasing quality and service. While there is evidence that Getty is 
innovative and has developed its product in response to customer demand and 

                                         
5 Since those rivals targeted by the exclusivity clause have withdrawn their collections from the 
Getty website, this suggests that Getty might be able to constrain that rivals' growth sufficiently 
to make a higher return from its own images on the sacrifice of revenue from the excluded 
photo libraries it previously distributed. 
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competitor action, the OFT has not found evidence to tie this to pricing decisions. 
There is also evidence that Getty is a price leader. 

 
40. On the assumption that Getty has such market power the question is the extent 

to which one or both of the mergers strengthens that position by removing a 
substantial competitive constraint. The increment from each merger is small, no 
more than 4 per cent. While both companies were in Getty's top 5 rivals by 
revenue, there are two others that are far larger. Getty's internal documents and 
competitive behaviour (launching an RF subscription product, having partial 
exclusivity for image partners and a right of first refusal for acquisition) identify 
these larger two rivals and smaller, innovative rivals as constraints. There is no 
evidence that either target was an innovator – DV did not develop its own sales 
extensively, relying on Getty for 40-50 per cent of its distribution, and Photonica 
never developed e-commerce. It might be argued that DV and Photonica were 
high quality competitors and Getty branded itself as a high quality offering. 
However, customer comments suggest they multi-sourced and there is insufficient 
evidence that any constraint imposed by a high quality offering offset the other 
limits on their ability to closely compete. Indeed only a couple of the dozen 
customers we spoke to expressed concern over one or the other of the mergers 
and internal Getty documents suggest about [ ] of Getty customers looked at [ ] 
other photo-libraries before placing an order. 

 
41. Further, any ability to constrain Getty that may temporarily have been lost by the 

merger could be replaced by substantial entry or expansion. There appear to be 
several methods to achieve this. The two most efficient may be limited by partial 
exclusivity on the distribution of other photo-libraries distributing via Getty or a 
right of first refusal on acquiring those libraries, as well as a possible shortage of 
attractive targets. However, the current limited scope of the exclusivity and right 
of first refusal and the ability of one large rival to expand very rapidly over a 
couple of years offsets those concerns.     

 
42. Consequently, the OFT does not believe that it is or may be the case that either 

merger situation has resulted or may be expected to result in a substantial 
lessening of competition within a market or markets in the United Kingdom. 

 
DECISION 

43. The mergers will therefore not be referred to the Competition Commission under 
section 22(1) of the Act. 

 


